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Abstract: At present, the incidence rate of arteriosclerosis obliterans (LEASO) of the lower extremities is significantly 

increased by aging and lifestyle changes. It is of great importance to predict the LEASO effectively and accurately by 

analyzing the imaging data of the lower extremities [1]. At this stage, China has entered the era of big data and artificial 

intelligence. Medical institutions at all levels can produce a large number of lower limb vascular image data every day. Using 

big data deep learning technology to intelligently analyze a large number of image data, and then carry out auxiliary diagnosis, 

so as to improve the diagnosis and treatment effect of LEASO is the focus of clinical research.  
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1. Introduction 

LEASO is a chronic progressive ischemic disease of the lower limbs due to the formation of atherosclerotic 

plaques of the lower extremities. The clinical incidence rate is increasing significantly year by year. At this 

stage, the research on LEASO mainly focuses on the selection of surgical scheme and postoperative follow-

up evaluation of patients requiring surgical treatment, and there is still a lack of research and Analysis on 

the early diagnosis and prediction methods of LEASO [2-3]. In order to avoid the adverse effects of doctors’ 

lack of clinical experience and insufficient resources of medical institutions on LEASO diagnosis, this 

paper focuses on the application of big data processing, artificial intelligence and deep learning technology 

in LEASO diagnosis, hoping to provide reference for clinical diagnosis and treatment of LEASO. 

 

2. Analysis on the current situation of LEASO diagnosis methods 

LEASO is a multifactorial atherosclerotic plaque in the lower limbs, which can lead to lower limb artery 

stenosis or occlusion. The patient’s condition is characterized by chronic progressive progress. At present, 

the incidence rate of LEASO is significantly increased due to the aging of population and lifestyle changes. 

Statistics show that the overall incidence rate of LEASO in China is about 3-10%, among which the 

incidence rate of 15-20% is over 75 years old. The patients’ condition is progressively aggravated. Early 

diagnosis and timely intervention can significantly improve the prognosis of [4-6]. 

The conventional methods for clinical diagnosis of LEASO are color Doppler ultrasound and CTA. 

Color Doppler ultrasonography can clearly display the morphological structure of vascular wall and 

vascular cavity, and determine hemodynamic indexes. It is noninvasive and easy to operate. It can 
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accurately diagnose arteriosclerosis stenosis, and its sensitivity and specificity are more than 90%. However, 

ultrasonography has high requirements for doctors’ clinical experience and is prone to misdiagnosis and 

missed diagnosis. It is often used as the main scheme for large-scale screening and postoperative follow-

up [7-8]. CTA examination can show the location, degree and scope of arterial tissue lesions, with high 

diagnostic accuracy, but the diagnostic cost is expensive, special equipment is required, and contrast agents 

are required during the diagnosis, which can cause varying degrees of damage to the patient’s renal function 
[9-10]. Some medical institutions take DSA examination as the gold standard for the diagnosis of LEASO. 

This scheme can clearly display the scope, degree and location of the patient’s lesions, evaluate the 

collateral circulation and distal outflow tract, and complete the internal treatment of vascular lumen. 

However, this examination method is invasive and can lead to the aggravation of limb ischemia [11-12]. At 

present, the demand of Chinese residents for medical services has increased significantly, the imbalance of 

medical resources between urban and rural areas is prominent, the equipment allocation of some grass-roots 

medical institutions is incomplete, and the talent reserve is insufficient, resulting in the low early diagnosis 

rate of chronic diseases such as LEASO, which seriously affects the effect of disease treatment [13]. Big data 

processing technology can integrate and make use of the technical advantages and experience of class III 

medical institutions in diagnosing LEASO to realize the intelligent diagnosis of LEASO, which helps to 

improve the diagnosis and treatment level of grass-roots medical institutions and avoid doctors’ influencing 

the disease diagnosis and treatment results due to factors such as insufficient clinical experience and 

equipment. Its clinical application value is worthy of in-depth research. 

 

3. Analysis on core problems and technical route of image big data intelligent diagnosis LEASO 

The main problems to be solved in image big data intelligent diagnosis of LEASO include how to realize 

quantitative diagnosis and evaluation of LEASO by using LESO image video sequence lesion tracking and 

automatic detection technology; How to improve the single data-driven mode to form a LEASO diagnosis 

mode combining image expert knowledge, clinical detection and image [14]. The technical route of image 

big data intelligent diagnosis LEASO is relatively complex. It is necessary to give priority to the 

establishment of image big data intelligent diagnosis LEASO intelligent image database, which includes 

patient medical records, clinical indicators, images, expert knowledge, etc. After that, it is necessary to 

preprocess the database, establish a perfect image database, and form a multi-scale, cross time, feature and 

semantic data fusion through feature association, representation and extraction. After the above steps are 

completed, focus location and tracking (semi supervised deep learning model, multi-scale adaptive tracking 

strategy, deep learning and f-rcnn), feature extraction and fusion (deep enhanced feature fusion learning, 

risk diagnosis quantitative evaluation algorithm, feature modeling and small sample learning) [15]. 

 

4. Image big data intelligent diagnosis and LEASO prediction analysis based on convolutional 

support vector machine 

4.1. Convolutional neural network and support vector machine 

Convolution neural network is a representative algorithm of deep learning. It is a pre feedback neural 

network based on neural network and adding convolution operation, mainly including feature extraction 

and hierarchical classification. Feature extraction requires low dimensional data to effectively represent the 

relevant content of the image. The classification involves complex contents. Researchers detect and classify 

pulmonary tuberculosis in CT, and detect and classify skin cancer by using human skin tissue photos. 

According to the characteristics of medical images, the researchers optimized the computational cost of 

google net model and introduced the basic mode of model fusion. The results show that the image 

classification effect of the fusion mode is significantly better than that of the original model. Support vector 

machine is a linear classifier. Researchers use support vector machine to comprehensively analyze renal
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ultrasound images, which can realize the accurate diagnosis of a variety of renal diseases. The accuracy of 

routine ECG in the diagnosis of acute myocardial infarction is low. The comprehensive analysis of gene 

expression related data by support vector machine can significantly improve the diagnostic accuracy [16]. 

 

4.2. Construction of convolutional support vector machine model 

4.2.1 Convolutional support vector machine 

In the process of constructing the mode, it is necessary to give priority to establishing a complete 

convolution neural network framework structure including full connection layer, pooling layer and 

convolution layer. There are certain differences in the output patterns of different levels. The convolution 

layer contains several convolution cores, which can extract the detailed characteristics of the output data. 

The specific calculation formula of the input and output of the convolution layer is 

 

The output characteristics of the upper layer are input as the pool layer, which can complete the law 

and screening of data information. The specific calculation formula is 

Through the analysis of the formula, the position relationship between the hyperplane and the sample 

can be determined, and then the accurate prediction category of the sample can be obtained. 

 

4.2.2 Comparative algorithm analysis 

The comparison algorithms mainly include naive Bayes, support vector machine, convolutional neural 

network, etc. naive Bayes belongs to the classification algorithm. The probability statistics theory is used 

to classify the data. The precondition is that the data attributes are independent. The maximum output of 

probability can be realized through this algorithm. Support vector machine belongs to linear classification 

mode and has good generalization ability. It can realize accurate classification by inputting the classification 

value of specific label in operation. Convolution neural network belongs to pre feedback neural network. 

Convolution related operations are integrated in the solution process, and it has a deep structure. This model 

has good application effects in natural language processing and computer vision. 

 

4.2.3 Algorithm related description 

The CT images of patients with LEASO were included as the research data office resources. The structure 

of single-layer pooling, three-layer convolution and single-layer full connection layer was adopted, and 

SVM classifier was introduced. The number of convolution kernels used in 1 convolution layer is 6 (5 × 5), 
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the number of convolution kernels used in the 2-layer convolution layer is 8 (3 × 3), the number of 

convolution kernels used in the 3-layer convolution layer is 10 (3 × 3), rely is used as the activation function. 

 

4.2.4 Basic process analysis of LEASO prediction 

The data preparation of LEASO prediction needs to be completed first, followed by training data and test 

data. In the process of training data, training set and verification set can be formed, and support vector 

machine, naive Bayes, convolutional neural network and convolutional support vector machine can be 

extended to form verification model together with test data. In the data preparation stage, a suitable number 

of LEASO patient data should be included and divided into test data and training data. The test data is 

mostly used to evaluate the performance of the model, and the training data is used to train and improve 

the model. In the process of data preprocessing, the picture needs to be adjusted to 64 × 64. Reasonably set 

the gray image and input it into SVB, CNNs and Nb for simulation training. During the test, the patient 

picture shall be used as the input data, and the input value shall be included in the training model, so as to 

achieve accurate prediction. 

 

5. Conclusion 

At present, the clinical incidence rate of LEASO is increasing year by year. It is important to accurately 

predict and diagnose the disease and implement targeted treatment intervention. Image big data intelligent 

diagnosis LEASO is based on the deep-seated intelligent extraction of vascular image features. It can realize 

the automatic detection and diagnosis of LEASO by using modeling and multimodal algorithm, convolution 

support vector machine model, etc. through the strong feature extraction and classification ability of neural 

network, it can realize the accurate prediction of LEASO, which is worthy of comprehensive promotion 

and application.  
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